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Abstract Synthetic biology offers many new opportunities for the future. The
increasing complexities in engineering biological systems, however, also puts a bur-
den on our abilities to judge the risks involved. Synthetic biologists frequently cite
genius physicist Richard Feynman “What I cannot create I do not understand”. This
leitmotiv, however, does not necessarily imply that “What I can create, I do under-
stand”, since the ability to create is essential but not sufficient to full understanding.
The difference between having enough knowledge to create a new bio-system and
having enough knowledge to fully grasp all possible interactions and its complete
set of behavioural characteristics, is exactly what makes the difference for a sus-
tainable and safe development. This knowledge gap can be closed by applying ade-
quate and up-to-date biosafety risk assessment tools, which -in their majority – have
yet to be developed for the major subfields of synthetic biology (DNA-based bio-
logical circuits, minimal genomes, protocells and unnatural biochemical systems).
Avoiding risk is one part, the other one should be to make biotechnology even safer.
This aim could be achieved by introducing concepts from systems engineering,
especially from safety engineering, to syntheic biology. Some of these concepts are
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presented and discussed here, such as Event Tree and Fault Tree Analysis. Finally
the impact of the de-skilling agenda in synthetic biology – allowing more and more
people to engineer biology – needs to be monitored, to avoid amateur biologists
causing harm to themselves, their neighborhood and the environment.

6.1 Introduction

Fast becoming one of the most dynamic new science and engineering fields, syn-
thetic biology has the potential to impact many areas of society. Synthetic biologists
may use artificial molecules to reproduce emergent behaviour from natural biology,
with the goal of creating artificial life or seeking interchangeable biological parts
to assemble them into devices and systems that function in a manner not found in
nature (Benner and Sismour 2005, Endy 2005, Heinemann and Panke 2006, Luisi
2007, Serrano 2007). Approaches from synthetic biology, in particular the synthesis
of complex, biological systems, have the capacity to change the way we approach
certain key technologies and applications in biomedicine (e.g. in-vivo synthesis of
pharmaceuticals, vectors for therapy), biochemistry (e.g. extension of the genetic
code, non-natural proteins, bio-orthogonal reporters), environment (e.g. bioreme-
diation, GMO biosafety), energy (bio-hydrogen production), defense against bio-
logical weapons, or materials science (e.g. for information technology, biosensors)
(European Commission 2005). Its potential benefits, such as the development of
low-cost drugs or the production of chemicals and energy by engineered bacteria
are enormous (Ro et al. 2006, Keasling 2008).

There is, however, also the possibility of causing intentional or accidental harm to
humans, agriculture or the environment. While deliberate damage is dealt with under
the heading biosecurity, the potential unintended consequences have to be consid-
ered under the term biosafety. The difference between the English terms safety and
security is hardly manifested in other languages (see Table 6.1). In the future, other
more comprehensive terms could be used such as bioprotection or biopreparedness
(see e.g. FAO 2002).

6.1.1 Biosafety vs Biosecurity

According to the WHO (2004) biosafety is the prevention of unintentional expo-
sure to pathogens and toxins, or their accidental release, whereas biosecurity is the
prevention of loss, theft, misuse, diversion or intentional release of pathogens and
toxins.

In the past novel (bio-)technologies have often raised the suspicion that they
might not only be useful but also cause potential unexpected and unwanted effects.
Scientists and engineers have worked to avoid altogether or at least minimize
unintended consequences in order to make the technology useful and safe. The
motivation of many scientists to look into biosafety issues in synthetic biology is
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Table 6.1 Conflation of safety and security is common in non-English languages

English German French Spanish Russian Chinese1

security Sicherheit sécurité seguridad

safety Sicherheit sûretè seguridad

re-inforced by the negative public reactions towards GMOs in Europe (Serrano
2007). In Europe – probably in contrast to the US – the general public, the media,
civil society organizations and most scientists could be concerned about safety
issues of synthetic biology (Schmidt 2006, de Vriend 2006, Kelle 2007, Kronberger
20082). Although it is possible that scientific assessment and subsequent manage-
ment of biosafety issues is most likely not sufficient to see public acceptance for
each and every technique and application, it is still necessary to conduct biosafety
risk assessment as a basis for further decision making.

6.1.2 The Different Flavors of Synthetic Biology

As a pre-requisite to further biosafety work we have to be clear about the novel
issues that accompany synthetic biology, and try to distinguish as clearly as possi-
ble the issues that arise in synthetic biology from those associated with other life
science activities. The best way to start is to have a clear definition or at least a
working definition of synthetic biology. Several definitions exist on synthetic biol-
ogy, however, the one that has received the most attention describes synthetic biol-
ogy as “the design and construction of new biological parts, devices, and systems,
and the re-design of existing, natural biological systems for useful purposes.”3 This
definition clearly reflects the MIT approach to synthetic biology and the idea to
develop a registry of standard biological parts that can be assembled to devices and
systems at will. Although the MIT agenda has certainly sparked the development
of the whole field, e.g. by organizing the first international Synthetic Biology Con-
ference in Boston in 2004, or by supporting the Biobricks Foundations that runs
the annual iGEM competition, it however tends to omit other important areas in
synthetic biology, especially when it comes to the design of non-existing and/or un-
natural biological systems (see Table 6.2 for an overview). Carefully screening the
literature and talking to several dozen synthetic biologists the conclusion can be
drawn that synthetic biology includes the following subfields:

1However, according to biosecurity experts in China, shengwu anquan means biosafety and
shengwu anbao means biosecurity (Qiang 2007)
2Results of focus groups in Austria carried out in September 2008, personal communication by
Nicole Kronberger.
3See: http://syntheticbiology.org/Who_we_are.html accessed at November 6, 2008
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(1) Engineering DNA based biological circuits, by using e.g. standard biological
parts;

(2) Finding the minimal genome;
(3) Constructing protocells, in other words, living cells from scratch; and
(4) Chemical synthetic biology, creating orthogonal biological systems based on a

biochemistry not invented by evolution.

Some other research fields also tend to be included, although they have a more
supportive role to the four fields mentioned above, helping to reach the goal of engi-
neering biological systems. Among the two most important supporting technologies
we find are: (1) ever more cost-efficient DNA synthesis; and (2) a growing number
of computational biology tools.

DNA synthesis, carried out by specialized DNA synthesis companies, allows out-
sourcing for researchers and thus reducing cost and time needed to acquire a specific
DNA gene sequence. Advances in synthesis technology also lead to increased accu-
racy and reliability, and decreasing cost of DNA constructs. The complete chem-
ical synthesis, assembly, and cloning of a Mycoplasma genitalium genome (about
580 kb), published by Gibson et al. (2008) clearly shows the technological potential
and what might be possible in the not so distant future. Bioinformatics on the other
hand catalyzes SB research by providing tools for simulation and in-silico testing
of biological systems. This includes for examples attempts to calculate genetic cir-
cuits by automated design (Jaramillo 2008), or software to design and later predict
stability of so-called never-born-proteins (Evangelista et al. 2007).

On some occasions more advanced forms of synthetic biology are named too,
namely synthetic tissue engineering and synthetic ecosystems (engineered ecosys-
tems on the basis of SB engineered organisms).

This chapter will mainly focus on the novel biosafety aspects in relation to the
four subfields mentioned above, as these are seen as the most relevant ones for the
time being.

6.2 Biosafety Issues

Starting from this working definition and naming the most relevant areas in synthetic
biology, we can now provide a preliminary list of biosafety challenges that may arise
at various levels and at various times in the development of the field. Relatively
few papers discussing biosafety have been published so far (see e.g. Church 2005,
Tucker and Zilinskas 2006, Fleming 2006, Garfinkel et al. 2007, risk assessment has
also been discussed by the NSABB4) although frequent calls to address safety issues
in synthetic biology have been voiced at conferences, meetings etc. by scientists

4See: NSABB (2007) Roundtable on Synthetic Biology. October 11, 2007. National Science Advi-
sory Board for Biosecurity. http://www.biosecurityboard.gov/Annotated%20Agenda% 20Web-
site.pdf
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and non-scientists, as well as research funding agencies (e.g. European Commission
2005). Given the small number of publications on this subject so far, this analysis is
mainly based on interviews with 20 key European synthetic biology scientists and
research carried out as part of the SYNBIOSAFE project.5 Three main areas have
been identified that seem to contain relevant biosafety issues in synthetic biology:

(i) improving risk assessment,
(ii) establishing biosafety engineering and

(iii) diffusion to amateur biologists.

The three issues will be discussed according to the relevant synthetic biology
subfields as shown in Table 6.2.

6.2.1 Risk Assessment

Proper risk assessments methods are needed to be able to assess the risks involved in
any biotech activity in order to decide whether or not a new technique or application
is safe enough for the laboratory (Biosafety Level 1 to 4), or for commercialization
in the area of medical diagnostics and therapy, pharmaceuticals, food, feed, agricul-
ture, fuel, industrial applications, and bioremediation, requiring the release of novel
organism or products thereof.

It is clear that the last decades have brought a lot of insights into safety issues
of Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) and this knowledge forms the basis for
current risk assessment and biosafety considerations today. When these risk assess-
ment methods where developed, the currently foreseen SB approach was proba-
bly considered as rather utopic. Therefore we need to ask if the current GMO risk
assessment practice is good enough to cover all developments under the label “syn-
thetic biology” in the upcoming years. The following examples seem to warrant a
review and adaptation of current risk assessment practices:

(i) DNA-based biological circuits consisting of many DNA “parts”;
(ii) Surviveability of novel minimal organisms – used as platform/chassis for DNA

based biocircuits – in different environments;
(iii) Exotic biological systems based on an alternative biochemical structure

6.2.1.1 DNA-based Biocircuits

Among the most recent statements on the state of the art of risk assessment of GMOs
was the meeting paper for the Fourth Meeting of the Conference of the Parties
serving as Meeting of the Parties to the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety, that took

5See: www.synbiosafe.eu
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place in Bonn, in May 2008 (CBD 2008). In Chapter III.17 it says “Further it was
agreed that all risk assessments of living modified organisms should be conducted
on a case-by-case basis as the impacts depend upon the trait inserted, the recipient
organism, and the environment into which it is released.” This description reveals
that developments in SB could lead to significant gaps, despite the risk assessment
framework presently in place for GMOs. One of the differences between genetic
engineering and SB is that instead of single parts, whole systems can be transferred,
potentially using hundreds or thousands of traits (genes/parts) from different donor
organisms (see Fig. 6.1). Emergent effects in the creation of synthetic genetic cir-
cuits could cause problems in the design process and create new uncertainties, so it
is important to analyse whether the established risk assessment practice is capable
of dealing with these multiple hybrids. The answer is that it cannot deal with such
biocircuit systems. Instead of “just” having to assess how the new genetic element
behaves in the new cell in a particular environment, now it is necessary to assess
also the interactions among the many genetic parts themselves, that were inserted
into the cell. These interactions will have no comparable counterpart in nature, mak-
ing it more difficult to predict the cell’s full behavioural range with a high degree of
certainty.

Fig. 6.1 Schematic description of the differences between transgenic organisms derived from
genetic engineering (A) and potential future “synthetic” organisms derived by assembling genetic
parts into circuits and implanting them into a minimal genome, a so-called cell chassis (B). Current
risk assessment practices may well work for (A) but not for (B)

Several new challenges arise from such systems, if we assume that the biological
system has been designed and inserted into a host (or chassis).

Predictability: Can behavioural characteristics of the new network be predicted
to a degree of certainty that allows a reasonable estimation of risk factors?

Evolutionary forces: What happens to the network if one or several parts change
their function or stop working as intended? How will the whole network
change its characteristics?
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Robustness: How can the genetic/functional robustness be measured? What
would be a meaningful and suitable “unit” for robustness in bio-circuits?
Do different forms of applications require different levels of robustness
(i.e., cells in an industrial fermenter vs cells in human body e.g. for insulin
control)?

Reliability: How reliable is the biological circuit? How can reliability be mea-
sured? And what are meaningful units?

Hazard: Could there be an unplanned event or series of events resulting in death,
injury, occupational illness, damage to or loss of equipment or property, or
damage to the environment?

Limits of the analogy to electronic circuits: How robust are orthogonal bio-
circuits designed to avoid crosstalk between functional elements of its
circuit?

Thinking into the future, the following questions could arise.

Engineering complexity: How to deal with new bio circuits that involve delib-
erately engineered complex behaviours such as non-linearity, path depended
behaviour, randomisation, or chaotic characteristics? Will it be possible to
program a cell that can reprogram itself?

A biological toolbox such as the MIT based Registry of Standard Biological
Parts6 using parts, devices and systems, almost automatically raises these
kinds of safety questions (Schmidt 2008).

Parts: There might be a need to think about safety standards when dealing with
these parts: Some parts will be more of a safety problem than others so differ-
ent safety categories should be used for parts. The simplest example would
be a part that encodes for proteins that interfere negatively with human phys-
iology. The safety categorization of parts would best be based on the conven-
tional BSL 1 to 4 levels.

Devices and systems: A gene circuit could exhibit different safety characteris-
tics than the parts it is based upon. Thus different safety categories should
also be used for devices and systems.

Cell chassis enhancement: Parts that extend the environmental range of a cell
chassis, by increasing for example the tolerance of relevant biotic and abiotic
conditions, should be considered in a special safety category.

Biosafety clearinghouse: How can a safety issue be reported that was discov-
ered in a certain bio-circuit and that was not foreseen (emergent) so other
people can learn from that experience?

Provision: How can safety and security aspects be integrated into the design
process so the design software automatically informs the designer in case the
newly designed circuit exhibits certain safety problems?

6See: http://partsregistry.org/Main_Page
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So far the datasheets on registered biobricks parts hardly contain explicit infor-
mation on safety. Only the reliability of simple parts has been included so far, distin-
guishing genetic reliability7 and performance reliability8 that describe the number
of generations it takes to cripple 50% of the circuits in the cells (Canton et al. 2008).
Although this is clearly a first step towards a more comprehensive safety charac-
terization of biological circuits, there is still a long way to go before the safety
characterizations may eventually be the basis of a proper risk assessment process
deciding whether or not such a biocircuit is safe enough for commercialization or
release into the environment.

6.2.1.2 Minimal Genome

Organisms with a highly reduced set of genes and physiological functions will by
definition be restricted to a very narrow ecological niche. Therefore the minimal
organism with a minimal genome is per-se a safe organism as it can only inhabit par-
ticular environments and will not be able to exist outside of these. To proof this lim-
ited viability it would, however, be useful to carry out a number of trials deploying
the minimal cell in environments that differ from its original optimal environment in
order to acquire some real experimental data on the range of suitable environments
for the minimal organism. Based on these trials better predictions could be made
about its real environmental host range (see Oye and Yeddanapudi 2008).

Further evaluations will be necessary for minimal organisms that have novel bio-
logical circuits (such as parts, devices, systems) implanted. These “synthetic organ-
isms” (see Fig. 6.1) cannot be considered to be minimal organisms, and care has to
be taken in case the implanted biological circuit helps to enlarge the environmental
niche of the cell, either deliberately or without this intention.

6.2.1.3 Protocells

The search for the minimal genome looks top–down for a minimal version of life
by reducing an existing genome until it cannot any longer sustain living processes.
The protocell approach however, attempts to create life from the bottom–up, by
assembling relevant and necessary biological subunits in a way that “life” emerges
out of it. So far only partial success has been achieved with this approach reflecting
the many difficulties accompanying this endeavour. (e.g. Szostak et al. 2001). But
regardless of whether protocells actually fulfill all requirements necessary to be con-
sidered “alive”, they can still be of interest here. As such cells show some but not all
of the characteristics of life (compartimentalisation, growth, metabolism, evolution,
reproduction, replication, autopoesis, response to stimuli), they can be considered
as “limping cells” (Luisi 2006 personal communication).

7Genetic reliability: The number of culture doublings before a mutant device represents at least
50% of the population.
8 Performance reliability, The number of culture doublings before 50% of the population is unable
to correctly respond to an input.
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Natural forms of limping cells that rely on other cells (and sometimes vice–versa)
for suvival, can be seen in mandatory endosymbionts such as organelles (chloro-
plast, mitochondria), or mandatory exosymbionts such as Nanoarchaeum equitans
(Waters et al. 2003, Keeling 2004). Although not a cell in the classical sense, the
extremely large Mimivirus, that can even be infected by a so-called virophag, could
be an interesting point of reference (Raoult and Forterre 2008, La Scola et al. 2008).
Other more dubious forms of life on the brink of life were allegedly found in recent
years, such as nanobes or nanobacteria, but with an unclear scientific basis (see e.g.
Urbano and Urbano 2007).

It could be that a protocell is first realized as a mandatory symbiont to natural
forms of life before it is able to survive all by itself. Should that happen, then the
host range needs to be identified to avoid unlikely but not impossible “infections”
by protocells, especially if they are very different from natural cells.

Although there is currently little evidence that protocells will cause major safety
risks, developments in that field need to be watched in case a breakthrough in creat-
ing “life from scratch” is going to happen anytime soon.

6.2.1.4 Chemical Synthetic Biology

Scientists working on the origin of life have frequently asked the question why
life as we know it has evolved the way it is and not differently. Based on the idea
that life could have evolved differently, scientists now try to design and create life
forms – or at least biological systems – based on unnatural biochemical structures.
The focus of their efforts has been to come up with alternative biomolecules to
sustain living processes. Areas of research include for example the chemical modi-
fication of DNA, polymerases, amino acids and proteins. One area of research is the
identification of amino acid sequences (proteins) that have a stable architecture but
do not occur in nature. As there is only a tiny fraction of theoretical possible proteins
actually occurring naturally, with many more possible but not yet born proteins, so-
called “never-born-proteins” that could provide a lot of useful novel functions for
molecular biology (Luisi et al. 2006, Luisi 2007, Seelig and Szostak 2007).

Changing the translational mechanism (from mRNA to proteins via tRNA and
the ribosome) is another focus of interest. For example, a mutant Escherichia coli
tRNA synthetase was evolved to selectively merge its tRNA with an unnatural amino
acid. This tRNA could sitespecifically incorporate the unnatural amino acid into a
protein in mammalian cells (Liu et al. 2007).

Another area of work consists of modifying DNA by replacing its chemical build-
ing blocks, especially the sugar molecules and the base pairs. The attempts to come
up with an unnatural nucleic acid consisting of a different backbone molecules
resulted in novel informational biopolymers such as: Threose Nucleic Acid (TNA),
Glycol Nucleic Acid (GNA), Hexitol Nucleic Acid (HNA), Locked Nucleic Acid9

9The LNA is a nucleic acid analogue containing one or more LNA nucleotide monomers with a
bicyclic furanose unit locked in an RNA mimicking sugar conformation.
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(LNA), or PNA: Peptide Nucleic Acid. (Chaput et al. 2003, Zhang et al. 2005,
Vandermeeren et al. 2000, Ng and Bergstrom 2005, Schoning et al. 2000, Kaur
2006, Orgel 2000, Vester and Wengel 2004).

Replacing or enlarging the genetic alphabet with unnatural base pairs resulted for
example in a genetic code with 6 instead of 4 base pairs (Sismour et al. 2004, Yang
et al. 2006) and of up to 60 potential base pairs tested for possible incorporation in
the DNA (Leconte et al. 2008).

These unnatural nucleic acids cannot be recognized by natural polymerases, and
one of the challenges is to find/create novel types of polymerases that will be able
to read the unnatural constructs. At least on one occasion a mutated variant of the
HIV-Reverse Transcriptase was found to be able to PCR-amplify an oligonucleotide
containing a third type base pair. Only two amino acids must be substituted in this
natural polymerase optimized for the four standard nucleotides to create one that
supports repeated PCR cycles for the amplification of an expanded genetic system.
It is without doubt surprising to find a useful polymerase to be so close in ‘sequence
space’ to that of the wild type polymerase. (Sismour et al. 2004)

Currently no living organisms based on such an unnatural nucleic acid exists and
there is little evidence for anything like it to occur anytime soon. But the combina-
tion of an extended genetic code and an adequate novel polymerase could certainly
lead to the next step towards implementing an artificial genetic system, for example
in E. coli. (Sismour et al. 2004) Although it is unclear when – if at all – such unnat-
ural organisms will be created, we should still ask how we could assess the potential
risk that these alien organisms could present.

An utopic worst-case scenario would be for example the arrival of a novel type of
virus based on a different nucleic acid and using an unnatural reverse transcriptase.

Another worst-case scenario would be an organism based on an enlarged genetic
alphabet that can avoid natural predators at all, enabling almost unrestricted spread.

6.2.2 Biosafety Engineering

Synthetic biology is said to change biotechnology into a true computable, control-
lable and predictable engineering discipline. Some people have even proposed the
term “intentional biology” instead of synthetic biology in order to underline the
engineering approach, to get rid of all the unintended consequences in biological
systems (Carlson 2001). Biosafety in fact deals with these unintended consequences,
or rather, to put it more precisely it deals with avoiding these unintended conse-
quences. Thus synthetic biology could be understood as the ultimate biosafety tool.
So far so good, the only downside is that it is still a long way to go before we come
even close to controling all biological processes in an engineered system. It is even
likely that we will never be able to reach this goal completely, due to the stochastic
and probabilistic character of the underlying biochemical processes. Nonetheless
synthetic biology holds the potential to make biology not only easier but also safer
to engineer.
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Safety engineering is already an established subset of systems engineering in
many engineering disciplines (e.g. mechanical engineering, aviation, space flight,
electronics, software). (System) safety engineering is an engineering discipline that
employs specialized professional knowledge and skills in applying scientific and
engineering principles, criteria, and techniques to identify and eliminate hazards,
in order to reduce the associated risks (DoD 2000). Safety engineering assures that
a system behaves as needed even when parts of it fail. This is more than needed
in synthetic biology due to the evolutionary patterns of all biological systems. If
synthetic biology is going to become the new systems engineering of biology, then it
needs to establish an equivalent subset in safety engineering: biosafety engineering.

A lot can be learned from state of the art safety engineering, e.g. how to design
a fault-tolerant system, a fail-safe system or (in an ideal world) an inherently safe
system. A fault-tolerant system, for example, continues to operate even with non-
functional parts, though its performance may be reduced. Such systems normally
have some kind of redundancy incorporated, increasing its robustness towards ran-
dom failure of parts or group of parts.

The analogy to other fields of engineering, however, also has its limits. No other
field (e.g. mechanical engineering, aviation, electronics; maybe with the exception
of software and computer viruses) has to deal with self-replicating entities. This will
continuously put an extra burden to biosafety engineers.

Following are some example of the measures biosafety engineers could take to
improve the safety of a new biological construct.

6.2.2.1 DNA-based Biocircuits

Biosafety engineering could be practiced by designing robust genetic circuits that
account for possible failure of single parts or subsystems, but still keep working or at
least don’t cause any harm to human health or the environment. Safety engineering
has many techniques to design safer circuits (systems).

There is an inductive approach (Event Tree Analysis) and a deductive approach
(Fault Tree Analysis) (NASA 2002, NUREG 1991). Both methods are normally
used in assessing the safety of engineering systems (e.g. aircraft, space travel,
mechanical engineering, nuclear energy) based on Standard parts and true engineer-
ing designs. With true engineering principles now being applied to biology, these
analysis methods should also make good sense for synthetic biology.

The inductive approach looks at any kind of event in the systems and projects its
effect on the whole system. In a genetic network, for example, a basic event could be
a mutation in one of the genetic parts, that causes the part to become dysfunctional.
The Event Tree Analysis (ETA) would look at the way the whole system is going to
be affected by the failed part. It will answer the questions: Will the system still be
able to fulfill its tasks? Will it behave in a different way, and if yes in which way?
Or will it shut down completely? Based on this analysis additional safety systems
could be installed, such as redundant sub-circuits.

The Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), on the other hand, looks at defined unwanted
failures of the systems and then traces backward to the necessary and sufficient
causes. For example, a genetic circuit should not fail in a way that leads to the
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overproduction of a particular protein that is regulated by the network. The FTA
can show which basic events could cause such an overproduction, and thus help
to improve the circuit to avoid this unwanted failure, for example in designing the
circuit in a way that all basic events would cause the expression of the protein to
diminish but never to increase.

The ETA and the FTA could also be used to design not only more robust
organisms but also less robust ones. This could be of interest if an environmental
release is possible or even required. Design of less competitive organisms by
designing an in-built weakness would assure that the organism cannot survive
outside its designated target environment. Synthetic biology could also increase
the possibilities of controlling the organisms by e.g. incorporating basic metabolic
pathways that require essential biochemicals that cannot be synthesized by the
organism but have to be supplied from an external human source (auxotrophy).
Lack of this external source would lead to the death of the organism.

These are just two examples of what could be done to increase the safety of a bio-
logical circuit using ETA and FTA in synthetic biology. The full range of possibili-
ties to include safety considerations in designing biological circuits has not yet been
explored in great detail but is required to make synthetic biology a safe undertaking.

6.2.2.2 Minimal Genome

An organism with a minimal genome is already an achievement for biosafety engi-
neering. First of all this organism would be the first to be fully understood and
analysed. Because it is “minimal” there are no redundant systems, everything is
essential and therefore the cell is extremely vulnerable to mutations. An organism
with a minimal genome would not be able to compete against wild type organisms
in the environment, as it has no defense mechanisms.

Dealing with the risk of unwanted effects in case of environmental release, the
minimal organism is therefore theoretically an inherently safe organism.

Future experiments have to show if the theory also meets reality. Upon finding
the minimal genome, the following tests are recommended:

• proof the inability of the minimal organism to survive anywhere else than under
defined laboratory conditions,

• check how long it takes the minimal organism – under perfect laboratory condi-
tions – to evolve to a non-minimal organism (e.g. through horizontal gene-flow
from other organisms) that is able to survive in an environment different from the
one it was originally designed for.10

A minimal genome requires a minimal environment that supplies all essential
factors for the minimal organism to survive (e.g. availability of essential chemi-
cal precursors, energy, food, temperature, lack of predators). The invariable link

10Uptake of genes from other organisms has led to the evolution of another kind of “minimal
organism”, Desulforudis audaxviator that forms a single-species ecosystem almost 3 km below the
surface of the earth (Chivian et al. 2008).
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between the minimal genome to its perfect environment leads to the conclusion that
each set of environmental conditions can have a different minimal genome.

An additional safety engineering effort could be made by designing a particular
(synthetic) environment, that is different from any natural environment by a number
of factors. The minimal genome that fits into this environment will have an even
lower chance of surviving outside its synthetic environment.

6.2.2.3 Protocells

Self-reproduction is a typical feature of living organism that defy standard safety
engineering principles. Machines just don’t reproduce by themselves. So in the
attempt to create life from scratch, why not try to create a biological construct that
lacks reproduction? It could be assembled from pieces but without the technical gift
of self-reproduction. The initial population could only become smaller and these
limping cells could be treated like wet machines.

6.2.2.4 Chemical Synthetic Biology

Efforts made to produce the parallel life forms discussed above (Chapter 6.2.1.4) can
also be used to make biological systems safer. One day it could be possible to con-
struct an informational polymer that works like DNA but has a different chemical
structure (e.g. other backbone molecules, other base pairs) and can be recognized by
its specific polymerase and sustain an organism. These organisms will be like noth-
ing biologists have described so far, and will challenge their taxonomic description.
This future biochemical construct would act “like” natural life but would be made
out of a different chemical toolbox, that would impede information exchange (gene
flow) between natural organisms (based on DNA, 4 pase pairs and 20 amino acids)
and these new synthetic organism (see Fig. 6.2). The orthogonal chemical systems
would act as a biological containment, prohibiting gene flow between natural and

DNA RNA TNA GNA XNA 

AT,GC 

AU,GC 

AT,XY 

AT,GC,XY

Fig. 6.2 Different orthogonal combinations of unnatural nucleic acid. The columns stand
for nucleic acids with different sugar backbones and the rows stand for different base pair

combinations. Natural genetic code as source for living organism. Laboratory cre-

ated unnatural genetic code with functional polymerase. Laboratory created unnatural genetic

code. Other theoretically possible unnatural genetic code
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synthetic organisms. In a further step such orthogonality could even be used between
synthetic organisms with different biochemical structures.

6.2.3 Diffusion to Amateur Biologists

One of the main aims of synthetic biology is to make biology easier to engineer.
Major efforts in synthetic biology are made to develop a toolbox to design biological
systems without having to go through a massive research and technology process.
With this “deskilling” agenda, synthetic biology might finally unleash the full poten-
tial of biotechnology and spark a wave of innovation, as more and more people have
access to the necessary skills and toolboxes to engineer biology (Schmidt 2008).

The biosafety risks that accompany the de-skilling of synthetic biology are
almost exclusively found under the section DNA-based biocircuits.

6.2.3.1 DNA-based Biocircuits

Efforts made by the Biobricks Foundation with the Registry of Standard Biological
Parts and the supporting annual iGEM competition, clearly point towards a future
where it should become easer to engineer biology and to design and construct
organisms á la carte.11 In case the utopian vision of assembling organisms from
Standard parts would come true, a couple of safety concerns have to be considered.

Laboratory newcomers: Many people working in synthetic biology do not have a
professional training in biology, but are chemists, engineers, physicists or computer
scientists. Those curricula do not routinely include formal biosafety training, and the
amount of newcomers untrained in biosafety rules increases. Therefore it is essential
to include biosafety training as part of the interdisciplinary education in synthetic
biology.

Do-it-yourself-biology: Motivated by the registry of Standard parts and the
annual iGEM competition there is a growing community of amateur biologists or
“biohackers”.12 Although the number of active biohackers might be quite limited,
it doesn’t take a lot to become one and a few rather low-tech do-it-yourself biology
documents are already available on the web. A scenario where amateur biologists
would design and construct their own pet bugs in their garage would certainly put
the health of the amateur, the community around him or her and the environment
under unprecedented risk. This scenario has not gone totally unnoticed in the
biohacker community and some have started to show at least some interest in safety
issues, asking e.g. “how to use a pressure-cooker as an autoclave” or thinking to
obtain some lab safety videos. Another area where a de-skilling of biotechnology
could be a problem is the illicit bioeconomy. The illicit bioeconomy involves

11It has to be noted that many biologists and biotechnologists doubt that one day living organisms
will be as easily assembled from bio-parts as electronics circuits from electronic parts. Many iGEM
projects fail, and it is still not easy to construct new biological networks.
12 See: DIY bio, a group based in Boston, MA, USA, trying to establish a biohacker community.
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the production of illegal substances (drugs). In contrast to the amateur biologists
who try to do things with a low budget, the illicit bioeconomy and its players are
known to have a very high budget. It is easily imaginable that drug cartels set
up (semi-) profesional laboratories using an easily available biological toolbox to
design microorganisms to produce not the plant product artimisinin acid but a plant
derived semi-synthetic cocain or heroin (See Schmidt 2008 for more information).

6.3 Conclusions

Working with biological material, biologists need to operate under certain biosafety
regulations that aim to prevent any harm to human health, animals or the environ-
ment. In genetic engineering adequate biosafety regulations have helped to keep
biotechnology safe. When advances in biotechnology take place, however, it is nec-
essary to revisit the current biosafety regulations and its risk assessment tools to
check if they are still adequate. Synthetic biology challenges the state-of-the-art
biosafety framework in several aspects:

New methods in risk assessment: SB requires new methods of risk assessment
to decide whether a new SB technique or application is safe enough, avoiding
any damage to human health, animals and the environment. The following
cases warrant a review and adaptation of current risk assessment practices:

(i) DNA-based biocircuits consisting of a large number of DNA “parts”
(ii) The survivability of novel minimal organisms – used as platform/ chas-

sis for DNA based biocircuits – should be tested for different environ-
ments; and

(iii) The effect of exotic biological systems, based on unnatural biochemical
structures or genetic code, on natural life forms.

Safety engineering: An important task of a safety discussion is to explore
how SB itself may contribute towards overcoming existing and possible
future biosafety problems by contributing to the design of safe synthetic
biosystems. As biology becomes more and more an engineering discipline,
the experiences from systems engineering, in particular safety engineering
(including e.g. Event Tree Analysis and Fault Tree Analysis) should be
adapted to the specific needs of (synthetic) biology. Examples of how safety
engineering could be implemented in synthetic biology are:

(i) Designing less competitive organisms by changing metabolic path-
ways;

(ii) Replacing metabolic pathways with others that have an in-built depen-
dency on external biochemicals;

(iii) Providing a minimal genome that can be used as an inherently safe
chassis;
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(iv) Designing protocells that include some but not all features of life, in
particular focusing on a protocell that cannot reproduce, but has all
other characteristics of life;

(v) Using unnatural biological systems to avoid e.g. gene flow to and from
natural species.

Diffusion of SB to amateur biologists: Careful attention must be paid to the
way SB skills diffuse (e.g. DIY biology, amateurs, biohackers). The con-
sequences of further deskilling biotechnology are not clear and should be
investigated. In particular:

(i) Care must be taken to ensure that everyone, especially newcomers to
biology, use the resources of SB safely and has sufficient awareness of
and training in relevant techniques and approaches;

(ii) Proper mechanisms (e.g. laws, codes of conduct, voluntary mea-
sures, access restrictions to key materials, institutional embedding and
mandatory reporting to Institutional Biosafety Committees IBCs) need
to be in place to avoid biohackers causing harm.

As the field of synthetic biology matures the issues mentioned here will become
more and more relevant. The biosafety challenges will not go away by themselves,
but we must work to find an adequate response to them. Hopefully the suggestions
made her can serve as a guideline for upcoming biosafety initiatives in synthetic
biology. It is time to act.
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